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ABSTRACT: This work describes a versatile microfluidic platform for evaluation of cell-surface
glycan expression at the single-cell level using quantum dots (QDs) tagged with phenylboronic
acid. The platform was integrated with dual microwell arrays, allowing the introduction of cells in
two states using the same cell culture chamber. The simultaneous analysis of cells in the same
environment minimized errors resulting from different culture conditions. As proof-of-concept, the
expressions of sialic acid (SA) groups on K562 cells, with or without 3′-azido-3′-deoxythymidine
(AZT) treatment, were evaluated in the same chamber. 3-Aminophenylboronic acid functionalized
CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs (APBA-QDs) were prepared as probes to recognize SA groups on K562
cells with only one-step labeling. The results showed that the expression of SA moieties on K562
cells was increased by 18% and 31% after treatment with 20 and 40 μM AZT, respectively.
Performing the drug treatment and control experiments simultaneously in the same chamber
significantly improved the robustness and effectiveness of the assay. The strategy presented here
provides an alternative tool for glycan analysis in a sensitive, high-throughput, and effective
manner.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Cell-surface glycans play essential roles in a variety of cellular
processes including differentiation, proliferation, immune
recognition/response, intercellular signaling, and pathological
processes.1 Full understanding of glycoproteomics and the
biological roles of glycoconjugates requires effective tools to
identify cell-surface glycan expression. Although methods such
as mass spectrometry and chromatography have been
developed for glycan analysis,2,3 these approaches are
destructive and not suitable for living cell interrogation. The
use of lectins or antibodies as recognizing elements provides a
nondestructive method to evaluate cell-surface glycans.4,5 The
current fluorescence-based lectin arrays6,7 and probe-tagged
lectin-based electrochemical strategies perform well in glycan
profiling,8,9 but the information obtained by these methods is
the average outcome from a population of cells.
To avoid the loss of information associated with cellular

heterogeneity, microfluidic-chip-based high-throughput single-
cell analysis has the potential to analyze a large quantity of
individual cells to determine a distribution of responses.10 The
technique has been validated in biological models such as
membrane protein detection,11 a single-cell cytotoxicity assay,12

digital polymerase chain reaction analysis,13,14 and whole-
transcriptome sequencing.15 Among various microfluidic
methods for single-cell analysis, microfluidic-based arrays have

attracted great attention for their advantages including facile
manipulation, high-throughput capability, and low cell sample
consumption.16−19

Recently, our group developed a microfluidic device
integrated with a microwell array for high-throughput profiling
of cell-surface glycan expression using a quantum dot (QD)-
based immunofluorescence (IF) approach.20 The QD-based
indirect IF staining protocol was highly sensitive because QDs
have high brightness and resistance to photobleaching.
Although the method had many distinct advantages for glycan
analysis, the drug treatment and control experiments were
performed on two separate chips leading to a long assay time.
Moreover, the multiple washing steps in the IF staining process
were time-consuming. To simplify the staining process, Liu et
al.21 reported a new class of imaging probes based on QDs with
small molecule phenylboronic acid (PBA) tags for highly
specific and efficient labeling of sialic acid (SA) on living cells.
Their results showed that the probes enabled one-step labeling
and continuous tracking. By combining this type of probe with
glyconanoparticles, Han et al.22 proposed an amplification
strategy for fluorescent analysis of dynamic glycan expression
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on living cells. These interesting protocols combined with a
microfluidic technique may provide a novel strategy for the
construction of a glycan evaluation platform.
Herein, we have integrated dual microwell arrays on the

microfluidic chip to develop a versatile single-cell microfluidic
platform for SA analysis using QDs labeled with 3-amino-
phenylboronic acid (APBA). The platform allowed trapping of
two different cell lines in one cell culture chamber and treating
cells selectively by controlling laminar flow in the micro-
environment. The CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs functionalized
with APBA tags (APBA-QDs) were prepared for specific and
efficient labeling of SA on the cell surface. By combining the
microfluidic platform with these sensitive and specific APBA-
QDs, glycan expression and changes after drug treatment could
be measured on a single K562 cell simultaneously.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents. Reduced glutathione (GSH, 99%) was purchased from

Aladdin Chemistry (Shanghai, China). Tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS)
was obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (Shanghai,
China). Zinc acetate (Zn(OAc)2) was from Shanghai Meixing
Chemical Co. (Shanghai, China). Rhodamine B, 3′-azido-3′-
deoxythymidine (AZT), APBA, and 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)-
propyl) carbodiimide (EDC) were from Sigma−Aldrich Inc. (St Louis,
MO, USA). Calcein-AM and Hoechst 33342 were from Dojindo
Laboratories (Kumamoto, Japan). Fluorescein isothiocyanate con-
jugated Sambucus nigra agglutinin (FITC-SNA) was purchased from
Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA, USA). Phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.4) contained 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 87 mM
Na2HPO4, and 14 mM KH2PO4. All aqueous solutions were prepared
using ultrapure water (Milli-Q, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA).
Apparatus. UV−visible (UV−vis) absorption spectra were

obtained using a UV-3600 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo,
Japan). Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a Bruker
RF-5301PC fluorescence spectrometer. Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopic measurements were performed on a Bruker

model VECTOR22 Fourier-transform spectrometer using KBr pressed
disks.

Preparation of APBA-QDs. The preparation of CdSeTe@ZnS-
SiO2 quantum dots followed our previous report, and the
concentration of the QDs was about 600 nM.23 The APBA-
functionalized CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 was synthesized as follows. First,
450 μL of APBA (2 mM) was mixed with 50 μL of EDC (3 mg mL−1).
The solution was cooled in an ice bath and treated with 500 μL of
CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QD solution (0.05 μM). The reaction was kept at
0 °C for 4 h. The reaction mixture was ultrafiltered to remove free
APBA, and the obtained conjugates were washed three times with
water by ultrafiltration to obtain APBA-QDs. The obtained APBA-
QDs were stored at 4 °C prior to use.

Device Fabrication. The microfluidic device was fabricated using
a standard soft lithography method.24,25 Two negative photoresist SU-
8 (Microchem, Newton, CA, USA) based molds were used to generate
the dual microwells and the microfluidic channels. The molds of the
dual microwell arrays and the fluidic layer were fabricated using SU-8
photoresist. The fluidic layer and the microwell array layer were made
by pouring polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, 10:1 elastomer to cross-
linker ratio) onto their molds to a thickness of 2 mm and curing at 70
°C for 2 h. The cured layers were peeled from the mold carefully. The
fluidic layer consisted of a cell culture chamber and flow channels with
a height of 60 μm. The microwell layer integrated two microarrays,
and each array contained 560 microwells. The distance between the
right edge of the left array and the left edge of the right array was 500
μm. The diameter of each microwell was 30 μm, and the microwell
depth and interwell distance (edge to edge) were fixed at 25 and 15
μm, respectively. After the two PDMS layers were treated with air
plasma (Harrick Scientific Corporation, Ossining, NY, USA), the
microchannel layer was aligned over the microwell layer under an
optical microscope. Methanol was used as a lubricant to facilitate the
alignment.25 Finally, the device was bonded at 45 °C for 15 min and
then at 70 °C for 1 h. The schematic diagram of the overall
microfluidic device is shown in Figure 1.

Cell Culture. K562 chronic myelogenous leukemia and NIH-3T3
mouse fibroblast cell lines were obtained from Nanjing KeyGen
Biotech Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). K562 cells were cultured in RPMI
1640 medium (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) containing 10% fetal

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the microfluidic platform for glycan profiling on K562 cells in response to AZT.
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calf serum (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA), 100 units mL−1 penicillin,
and 100 μg mL−1 streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2. NIH-3T3 cells were harvested from 90%
confluent cell culture plates. K562 cells were obtained at the
logarithmic growth phase. The cell density was determined using a
Petroff−Hausser cell counter.
Chip Loading. Prior to use, the microfluidic chip was primed with

75% ethanol (v/v) and vacuumized to wet and sterilize the device.
After rinsing with 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4) for 3 min, the device was
treated with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS at 37 °C for 30
min to block the microwell array surface.
For one-cell-type loading, the same volumes of cell suspensions

were introduced through the two inlets of the device simultaneously,
allowing the cells to flow from up to down the microwell arrays by
hydrogravity. Subsequently, by equalizing the inlet and outlet volumes
with PBS, the flow was halted allowing the cells to settle into the
microwells by gravitational force. The flow was then reversed by
introducing a drop of PBS into the outlet. The cells in the outlet
passed through the microwell regions to allow more cells into the
microwells. This process was repeated twice or more to achieve a
satisfied single-cell occupancy (about 65% for K562 cells). Finally, the
cell samples in the inlet were gently aspirated out, and extra PBS
medium was immediately introduced into the inlets to remove residual
cells between the microwells in the microchamber.
For loading of two different cell types, the trapping process was

modified from the aforementioned description. Equal volumes of PBS
and cell A suspension were introduced into the two inlets. The cell A
suspension flowed up to down one of the microwell arrays and did not
migrate to the other array due to the effect of laminar flow. Satisfactory
single-cell occupancy (about 60% for K562 cells) was obtained by
introducing the same volumes of PBS and cell A suspension to the two
inlets continuously. The cells flowing into the outlet were gently
aspirated, and a certain volume of PBS was added into the outlet (the
volume of liquid in the outlet was less than those in the two inlets).
Cells in the inlet were then gently aspirated out, and an appropriate
amount of PBS was added into the inlet. The cell B suspension was
introduced into the other inlet, and the volume of the cell B
suspension was equal to that of PBS. The trapping process was
repeated as for cell A until satisfactory single-cell occupancy was
obtained for cell B (about 56% for NIH-3T3 cells). This resulted in
cell A and cell B being trapped in separate arrays within the same
microchamber.
Staining of Microfluidic APBA-QDs for Glycan Analysis.

Glycan analysis of a single cell line with APBA-QDs was performed on
the microfluidic platform using K562 cells as a model (shown in Figure
1). After cell loading, culture media with and without AZT (20 or 40
μM) in the same volume were introduced into the two inlets of the
chip, respectively. Because of the laminar flow in the microchamber,
the K562 cells on one microwell array were exposed to culture
medium containing AZT, while the cells on the other array were
exposed to culture medium without drug. After incubation at 37 °C for
3 h, the cells were washed with PBS and subsequently fixed with 4%
w/w paraformaldehyde solution in PBS at 25 °C for 10 min. Finally,
APBA-QDs were introduced into the device for cell staining.
Microscopy Imaging and Data Analysis. Phase-contrast and

fluorescence images were acquired using a Nikon TE2000-U inverted
fluorescent microscope equipped with a cooled CCD camera (DS-U1,
Nikon Corporation, Japan). Fluorescent images were analyzed using
Nikon NIS Elements imaging software (Nikon Corporation, Japan).
The average fluorescence intensity of each cell region was corrected by
subtracting the average local background fluorescence of the empty
wells in the array.
Flow Cytometric Analysis of Glycan Expression on K562

Cells. K562 cells were treated with or without AZT (20 or 40 μM) for
3 h. After being collected by centrifugation and washed with cold PBS
buffer, the cells were resuspended in 0.01 M PBS at pH 7.4. The cell
concentration was determined. Then, 50 μL of 1 × 107 cells mL−1 cell
suspension was added to 450 μL of PBS containing 20 μg mL−1 FITC-
SNA, 1 mM Mn2+, and 1 mM Ca2+ at room temperature. After
incubation for 30 min at room temperature, the cells were collected by

centrifugation, washed with PBS, resuspended in 500 μL of PBS, and
assayed by flow cytometry (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA). Unlabeled K562 cells were used as the negative control for
estimation of autofluorescence.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation and Characterization of APBA-QDs. QDs
have attracted increasing interest as fluorescent probes due to
their photostability, continuous absorption spectra, and efficient
and tunable emission. CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs were prepared
as the fluorescent probe.23 The QDs exhibited ultrahigh

Figure 2. (A) UV−vis, (B) fluorescence, and (C) FTIR spectra of
CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs and APBA-QDs. Insets in panel B are images
of APBA-QDs taken under natural and UV light.
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quantum yield, low toxicity, and excellent photostability, all of
which are beneficial for their application in cell biology. To
introduce PBA ligands, APBA was covalently linked to
carboxylic acid groups on the CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs through
EDC coupling. As shown in Figure 2A, B, the UV−vis and
fluorescence spectra (absorption profile, emission wavelength)
of the functionalized QDs (APBA-QDs) showed little change
after reaction, in accordance with a previous report.21 Although
the quantum yield of the QDs decreased after reaction (Figure
2B), the as-prepared APBA-QDs met the requirements for
sensitive cell-surface glycan profiling. Successful synthesis of the
APBA-QDs was confirmed by FTIR spectra (Figure 2C). In
comparison with the FTIR spectrum of the starting QDs, the
peak corresponding to carboxylic acid (−COOH) at 1728 cm−1

disappeared in the FTIR spectrum of APBA-QDs, while the
signal at 1578 cm−1 corresponding to amide groups
(−CONH−) appeared. These results are similar to the
phenomenon observed by Wu et al.,26 confirming the
formation of APBA-QDs.

Chip Design. By using conventional methods, it is difficult
to analyze single cells under different chemical stimuli on the
same culture platform. Differences in the culture conditions
may cause significant errors. To address this problem, we
designed a microfluidic device with dual microwell arrays. In
this device, a flow layer with flow channels and cell culture
chambers was used for reagent introduction, laminar flow
formation, and cell culture. The dual microwell array enabled
the entrapment of two sets of the same cell type or two
different cell types. By using this device, the same cell type
could be introduced into the dual microarray to obtain two
single-cell arrays. The culture medium, with or without drug,
could flow through the two arrays in the chamber separately,

Figure 3. Laminar flow in the microchamber. (A) Fluorescence image of the chamber. The same volumes of RhoB (1 μg mL−1) and PBS (10 mM)
were introduced into each array. Scale bar, 500 μm. (B) Fluorescence intensity profiles at three different positions within the chamber, corresponding
to positions 1−3 in panel A.

Figure 4. Fluorescence micrograph of K562 (green) and NIH-3T3
(blue). K562 and NIH-3T3 cells were prestained with calcein-AM and
Hoechst 33342, respectively, before introduction into the device. The
arrays containing K562 cells and NIH-3T3 cells were excited by UV
and blue light, respectively.

Figure 5. Images of K562 cells treated with (A) QDs for 10 min and
then (B) APBA-QDs for 5 min. (1) Bright-field images, (2)
fluorescence images (0.5 s exposure), (3) overlay of the corresponding
fluorescence image and bright-field image. Cells were prefixed, and the
chamber was rinsed after introduction of QDs or APBA-QDs. Scale
bars, 100 μm.
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controlled by laminar flow. Consequently, one array could be
exposed to culture medium with drug, while the other array was
exposed to culture medium without drug as a control group.
The simultaneous analysis of drug-treated and control cells in
the same chamber significantly improved the robustness and
effectiveness of the assay. Additionally, different cell types could
be introduced into the separate array within the chamber.
Coculture of two different cell types could be realized, and the
glycan expression of the different cell types could be analyzed
simultaneously.
Laminar Flow Control in the Chamber. Interdiffusion

and interfacial stabilities at the two-stream interface were
evaluated by the introduction of RhoB into one of the streams
in the fluidic channel. A flow rate of 25 μL min−1 was used to
perfuse the channels. The dye intensity profile across the flow
channel was measured at three different positions in the
chamber corresponding to positions 1−3 in Figure 3A. The
results showed that the fluorescence intensity of the dye
dropped to background levels at the central line of the arrays
along the entire measured region (Figure 3B), indicating that
interdiffusion of the two streams had a negligible influence on
subsequent analyses. The stability of the interface between the
two streams was examined by monitoring the movement of the
interface with time. The variation of the interface was less than
10 μm during a 3 h recording period.
Cell Loading in the Microfluidic Dual Arrays. For

loading of the same cell type, the trapping process was easily
completed. Unlike loading of the same cell type, the flow
direction of the cell suspension cannot be reversed when
trapping two different cell types. Therefore, the laminar flow
must be accurately controlled for loading of different cell types
into the designated microarray. To distinguish cells in the

microarray, K562 and NIH-3T3 cells were prestained with
calcein-AM and Hoechst 33342, respectively, before being
introduced into the device. After loading, fluorescence images
were taken under UV and blue light, respectively, as shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen that the calcein-AM treated K562 cells
with green fluorescence and NIH-3T3 cells with blue
fluorescence are well isolated into two different regions.
Thus, loading of two different cell lines onto separate arrays
in the same cell culture chamber was achieved.

Receptor Specificity. Several recent reports have demon-
strated that PBA prefers to bind with SA on cell
surfaces,21,22,26−28 providing an innovative molecular recog-
nition platform for profiling SA on living cells. To verify the
specificity of the interaction of PBA ligands with cell-surface SA
receptors, the cells were treated with QDs and APBA-QDs,
respectively. The cells trapped in the wells were prefixed with
4% w/w paraformaldehyde solution for 10 min. After fixation,
the cells were rinsed with PBS for 10 min and 2% BSA for 30
min to block nonspecific binding sites on the cell surface. As
shown in Figure 5, the introduction of QDs for 10 min did not
lead to overtly detectable labeling. The observed faint
fluorescence is likely due to nonspecific adsorption of QDs
on the surface of the microwell array. After rinsing with PBS for
5 min, APBA-QDs were introduced into the platform, and the
cells were stained to produce high brightness within 5 min. The
staining observed was attributed to the specific recognition of
APBA by the SA receptors on the cell surface, demonstrating
the effective labeling performance of the present strategy and its
suitability for high-throughput analysis of SA groups on single
cells.

Evaluation of Glycan Expression on Cells in Response
to AZT. Previous studies have shown that the intracellular

Figure 6. Fluorescence images of cells on a chip (A) untreated or treated with (B) 20 μM or (C) 40 μM AZT. Exposure time, 0.25 s. Scale bar, 100
μm. (D) Histogram of the predicted average fluorescence intensity of a single cell, untreated and after treatment with AZT. (E) Fluorescence profile
of K562 cells with or without AZT treatment. K562 cells (a) untreated or treated with (b) 20 μM or (c) 40 μM AZT for 3 h, and the appearance of
the surface fluorescence was monitored by flow cytometry using FITC-SNA.
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metabolite of AZT can inhibit nucleotide sugar transport and
thus significantly modify the glycosylation of protein and
lipids.29,30 To further investigate the performance of the present
method for glycosylation profiling, the SA moieties on
individual K562 cells treated with or without AZT were
evaluated in the same microchamber simultaneously. With the
laminar flow formed in the chamber, the K562 cells located in
one array were exposed to the culture medium containing AZT,
whereas the cells located in the other array were exposed to the
culture medium alone. By using this strategy, the effects of
different concentrations of AZT exposure (20 or 40 μM) on
the expression of SA moieties by individual K562 cells are
shown in Figure 6. Compared to the untreated cells in Figure
6A, the fluorescence intensity of the cells increased with AZT
treatment (Figure 6B, C). The increase of fluorescence reflects
an enhanced expression of SA moieties on the surface of cells
treated with AZT. The total cell numbers for each fluorescence
image were about 250 ± 30 (all cells in the image). In the
quantitative analysis, only the microwells with an individual cell
(about 200 ± 20 cells) were measured using fluorescence
microscopy in Figure 6A−C. The wells with two or three cells
were not included in the quantitative study. Fitting each
individual cell fluorescence response yields a histogram of the
fluorescence distribution for treated and untreated cells (Figure
6D). The expression of SA moieties on K562 cells was
increased by 18% and 31% after treatment with 20 and 40 μM
AZT, respectively. The changes of the SA moieties on K562
cells were also confirmed by flow cytometric analysis on the
basis of the specific recognition between SNA and SA on the
cell surface8 (Figure 6E). The glycan expression status on the
cell surface was consistent with the results from the
microfluidic-chip-based method; both demonstrated that the
SA moieties on the cell surface increased after AZT exposure
and the increase exhibited a dose-dependent manner.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A versatile microfluidic platform with dual microwell arrays was
constructed for the evaluation of glycan expression on a single
cell using APBA-QDs as the fluorescence probe. The platform
allowed profiling of glycan expression on two different cell lines
or performing drug treatment and control experiments on the
same cell lines in the same chamber. Glycan expression and
responses to chemical stimuli could be profiled at the single-cell
level with rare cell samples. Coupled with the microfluidic
platform, CdSeTe@ZnS-SiO2 QDs functionalized with PBA
provide sensitive and specific recognition of SA on the cell
surface with only one-step labeling. This approach will not only
be useful for studies aimed at rapid labeling and identification of
SA moieties at the single -cell level required for glycoproteo-
mics but also for effective monitoring and tracking of cell-
surface glycans in response to chemical stimuli.
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